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Post- return monitoring in areas of return 

Sholzan Tangi, Upper Kurrum agency 

June 2014 

 

MRE session with Shalozan Tangi returnees (photo SRSP) 

 

I.      Background 

Return to Sholzan Tangi was agreed after the denotification on 19 villages during the Return Task 

Force (RTF) meeting held on 21 May 2014. FDMA requested for facilitation of the return from the 

humanitarian community to enable approximately 600 IDPs (including unregistered families in the 

request) affected by conflict and sectarian violence respectively to return to Sholzan Tangi. Protection 
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cluster conducted Return intention survey from (RIS)1 during which 137 interviews were conducted with 

the Sholzan Tangi displaced population.  

The voluntary return process to Sholzan Tangi in upper Kurrum agency started on 9 June 2014 and 

concluded on 15 June. An embarkation point was established in Sholzan Dara for the process of return 

from where a total of 407 registered families returned in seven days. Political administration provided 

transportation to the returnees from Sadda to Sholzan Dara embarkation point. Contrary to other 

returns, in case of Sholzan Tangi return it was noted that only the male members of the family are 

returning to the area of origin with no women and children at all. The reason given by the returnees was 

that they wanted to assess the situation and later on they would decide to bring in the families after few 

months. 

In order to assess the situation of returnees in the area of return, protection cluster through its member 

SRSP carried out  post return monitoring in  five villages in Sholzan Tangi (Tatkai Kaly, Kheirdin Kaly, 

Ismail Mela, Kabli Mela, Shafiabad) on 17 June 2014  to know about protection concerns after return to 

the area of origin. 

 

II.      Consultations with returnees 

SRSP interviewed five key informants in five villages of Sholzan Tangi. The purpose of the interviews 

was to identify key protection issues arisen in the area of return and share that information with 

relevant actors so as to better respond and address the issues and also carry out advocacy with other 

stakeholders. 

All the key informant interviews took place with only male community members Breakdown of the key 

informants interview conducted is provided below. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 See Protection cluster report on Return intention survey on Sholzan Tangi conducted in June 2014 available at 

https://pak.humanitarianresponse.info/system/files/documents/files/RIS%20Shalozan%20Tangi_Kurrum_June%202014.pdf 

https://pak.humanitarianresponse.info/system/files/documents/files/RIS%20Shalozan%20Tangi_Kurrum_June%202014.pdf
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Return  Monitoring in Areas  of Return 

 

Date 

 

Place/villages 

Number of KI 

interviews 

conducted 

Age Group  TOTAL 

13 – 17 18 – 39 40- 60 > 60  

17th June2014 Tatkai Kaly 1   1  1 

17th June2014 Kheirdin Kaly 1    1 1 

17th June2014 Ismail Mela 1   1  1 

17th June2014 Kabli Mela 1   1  1 

17th June2014 Shafiabad 1   1  1 

Table 1: Overview of conducted sessions in areas of return in Shalozan Tangi  

 

III.      Findings of consultations with returnees 

1) Return process 

The return process was organized by political administration with the support of FATA Disaster 

Management Authority (FDMA) and Frontier Corps. It started on 9 June and continued till 15 June. A 

total of 407 families returned to 19 villages of Sholzan Tangi. The team inquired on few basic aspects of 

the process from five key informants in Tatay Kali, Kheridin Kaly, Ismail Mela, Kabimela and Shafiabad. 

Four out of five key informants shared that they were given only 5-10 days prior notice about the return 

and that families did not have enough time to adequately prepare all their belongings. The main source 

of information on the return process was provided to them by the local elders, followed by political 

administration and relatives. 

During the monitoring it was observed that only heads of household returned back to the area of origin 

in order to assess the situation. According to the information received during the interviews, the initial 

return occurred as preparatory step for the construction of the houses while assessing the security 

situation in the area. Women, children, and elderly remained in areas of displacement and they will be 

joining later on their male family members. 

Returnees suggested to the authorities to share more information with them about the return process, 

focusing on information about the security situation and the assistance package they were receiving. 
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2) General situation and security in areas of return 

All key informants in the five villages showed satisfaction over the security situation in the area and they 

shared that they feel safe and secure currently in area of return.  They unanimously stated that there is 

no restriction on their movement and they can freely move even though they also shared that for 

security purpose they are stopped at check posts by the security force staff where they are asked to 

show their identity documents such as CNIC. When entering to the area of origin, there are three 

checkpoints that the returnees have to cross before entering their area of origin. These checkpoints are 

guarded by the khassadar and Pakistani Army. It was shared that the military regularly checks identity 

documents of all those who pass through the checkpoints. 

The majority of consulted groups stated that no major security incidents had occurred since their return 

to place of origin, nor harassment incident has been reported by the returnees. 

When asked about the presence of land mines in the villages, all five interviewees stated that they were 

not aware of presence of such devices and area was cleared by the security force and political 

administration prior to their return. Two of the interviewed respondents indicated that were briefed 

about Mine and Risk Education (MRE) at Sholzan Dara embarkation point during return.  

 

3)  Specific concerns of women and children 

No women and children returned during the return process to the five villages  as they preferred to stay 

in area of displacement. However, the issues relating to women and children were discussed with the 

male returnees. 

When returnees were asked about the expected situation of violence against girls and women in areas 

of return, some of the consulted male returnees said that domestic violence exist within the community 

but they did not report it. They solve it through traditional way of jirga system. In relation to missing 

children during the displacement and the displacement process, the returnees reported that no such 

case occurred. When asked about instances of forced recruitment of children by non-state armed 

groups, the returnees did not report any such case while in displacement and do not expect such case to 

happen in areas of return neither. 
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Main challenges or children as reported by the key informants may be access to schools due to lack of 

schools in general, secondly lack of health facilities in area of return as most of the government building 

were destroyed due to sectarian violence. 

Two of the key informants stated that persons with disability would be taken care of by the family 

members and extended family members. Their major concern is lack of proper shelter and access to 

wash facilities. 

4) Relationship within the communities 

Four out of five consulted returnees stated that relations within the community are good and not much 

different than prior to the displacement as the families’ returns to these villages are of same sect. One 

respondent in  village Tatkai Kaly stated that they relations are still hostile although they  signed  peace 

accord  among themselves in presence of political administration, but still there is fear that sectarian 

violence would  reoccur and they would have to leave the area again- therefore  some families are 

reluctant to come back in the village.  

When asked about disputes among community members, all the consulted key informants reported 

that major disputes concern land and water in the area of return. 

5) Personal documentation and legal aid 

All the respondents stated that due to the conflict they were aware of the importance of the 

Computerize national identity card (CNIC) and now majority of them possess it. Furthermore, one 

of the respondents mentioned long distance and lack of NADRA office were main 

hindrance  in getting CNIC-  without CNIC, there are a lot  of  difficulties  such  as  not  being  

allowed  to  enter  areas  through security  check  posts. When asked about b y  whom they are 

assisted in case they are applying for such documentation, mu l t i p l e  r e s p o n s e s  were received 

such as by local elders, political administration, village committees as well some Government officials. 

Regarding legal assistance, four of the interviewees stated that they don’t know about how to access 

to legal assistance while one said through political administration. 

6) Land and property 

Currently have no house as they were all damaged during the sectarian conflict. They complained about 

the political administration which did an assessment in the area but the returnees have not received 

compensation money from the Government. Majority of returnees have farming land where there is no 

military occupation over the land. All of the consulted returnees said that jirga is the main source to 
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resolve land disputes. One amongst the five persons was aware of compensations from the 

Government while the rest had not information about it. 

 

7) Livelihood 

When asked about the source of livelihood, all key informants stated that community did not change 

the way in which they earn their living since the displacement, main source of livelihood is agriculture 

and they were thinking to restart the activities. However there are some issues to restart their income 

source activity since it has been too long that the land has not been cultivated. Lack of water and 

farming tools are the main ingredients that create hindrance in restarting the cultivation. They have not 

received any assistance for livelihood from any of the agency. The only assistance received as reported 

was return food package, NFIs, hygiene kits and transportation. 

 

IV. Recommendations 

 Damages to the houses and properties should be compensated as soon as possible so that the returnees 

can start building and repairing their damaged homes 

 Temporary shelter assistance including tents shall be provided to the families with fully and partially 

damaged houses as per the number/data collected in the assessment that has already been conducted 

in areas of return 

 Education facilities shall be restored in  Sholzan Tangi, starting with emergency education structure so 

as to allow the children to continue their education they were pursuing in displacement  

 Health facilities should be provided in the area of return and the damaged health infrastructure should 

be functionalized as soon as possible 

 The authorities should work on identification of funding opportunities for early recovery and possible 

development interventions in the agency. This should be made part of broader intervention which 

should include the strengthening of livelihood and income-generation opportunities through livestock 

and agricultural inputs 

 Legal assistance programme need to be established in areas of return  

 Enhanced protection monitoring in areas of return is critical 
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MRE session  at  Tatkai village Shalozan Tangi returnees (photo SRSP) 

 

 

 

MRE session  at  Shalozan dara village for Shalozan Tangi returnees (photo SRSP) 


